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THE DIRICHLET NORM AND THE NORM OF SZEGÖ TYPE1

BY

SABUROU SAITOH

Abstract. Let S be a smoothly bounded region in the complex plane. Let

g(z, t) denote the Green's function of S with pole at t. We show that

holds for any analytic function f(z) on S U 3S. This curious inequality is

obtained as a special case of a much more general result.

1. Introduction and preliminary facts. Let S denote an arbitrary compact

bordered Riemann surface with boundary contours {Cy}2?*2™+X and of genus

g. Let {C„}^+im_1 be a canonical homology basis for S. Let W(z, t) denote a

meromorphic function whose real part is the Green's function g(z, t) with

pole at t E S. The differential id W(z, t) is positive along 35 and has

A = 2 g + m — 1 zeros {/„} in S. We assume that the points f„ are simple and

they are not on {Cv}2,s_x; the other cases will require only a slight modifica-

tion. For simplicity, we do not distinguish between points z E S U 35 and

local parameters z. For an arbitrary integer q and for any positive continuous

function p(z) on 35, we let Hqp(S) [p > 1] be the Banach space of analytic

differentials f(z)(dz)q of order q on 5 with a finite norm

^f9s\f(z)(dz)q\"p(z)[id W(z,t)]x-qPY" < »,

where fiz) means the Fatou boundary value of / at z E 35. Let

Kqlp(z, u)(dz)q be the reproducing kernel of //£p(5) which is characterized by

the reproducing property

/(«) = ^zfj(z)(dz)q Kq,,Jz, u)(dz)qp(z)[id W(z, t)]x~2q

for all f(z)(dz)q E //2*p(5) (see [5]). Let Lqt(t(z, u)(dz)x~q denote the adjoint

L-kernel of Kqtp(z, u)(dz)q. Then, L t (z, u)(dz)x~q is a meromorphic dif-

ferential on 5 of order 1 - q with a simple pole at u having residue  1.
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Moreover:

Kq^(z, ü)(dz)qp(z)[id W(z, t)]x-2q = (\/i)Lq^(z, u)(dz)x-q   along 35.

(1.1)

We note that Kqtp(z, u) and Lqlp(z, u) are continuous along 35. If 5 is a

bounded regular region in the plane, we can define these kernels for arbitrary

real values of q (cf. [5, §§2 and 6]).

Next, let KE(z, ÏÏ) and LE(z, u) denote the exact Bergman kernel and its

adjoint L-kernel on 5, respectively (cf. [8, p. 117]). LE(z, u)dz is analytic on

5 u 35 except for u, where it has a double pole

+ regular terms \ dz. (1.2)
* (z - u)2

Furthermore, it satisfies the relation

- KE(z, u)dz = LE(u, z) dz    along 35. (1.3)

Let Zr(z) = fcL(Ç, z) dÇ. Then {Z„(z) dz}"_x is a basis for the analytic

differentials on 5 which are real along 35. Here L(J, z) is the adjoint L-kernel

of the usual Bergman kernel K($, z) on 5 (cf. [8, §§4.3, 4.5 and 4.10]). Then

from (1.1) and (1.3), we obtain

Kq^(z, ü)Kx_q^(z, Ü) = trKE(z, Ü) + 2    2 C,„ Zju) Z¿z)      (1.4)
V= 1      fl= 1

and

W' «)¿i-«.*>-'(*> «) = wL£(«' *) - 2   2 Q¡X(«) z„(z),    (1.5)
»=i ,1=1

where the constants C    are uniquely determined as in [5].

2. The main theorem. Let {<S>j(z)(dz)q}f_x and {*/zX<k),_'}£.i be com-

plete orthonormal systems for ///p(5) and //¿"-^(S), respectively. Let // =

Hlp(S) <8> Hl~-\S) denote the direct product of Z/£p(5) and H2X~\S). The

space // is composed of differentials f(zx, z2)(dzx)q(dz2)x~q on 5 X 5 such

that

/(*t.*2) =22 4,^0,)*^,     2 2 K/ < ».   (2.1)
j= \ k=l 7—1 fc"*l

The scalar product (, )H is introduced as follows:

(/,*)*- 2 2 ^,^>y=i ,t=i
where

M^2)=2   2 BJtk*j(zx)*k(z2)    and     f   2 |*J2 < oo
,= 1 *=i 7 = i * = i

(cf. [1, §8]).
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Theorem 2.1. Suppose that

f(zi,z2)(dzx)q(dz2)x-q= 2   2 Aj^j(zx)^k(z2)(dzx)q(dz2)x-q E H.
7=1  /fe=l

Thenfiz, z) can be uniquely decomposed as follows:

N

f(z, z) = h'(z) + 2 dvZv(z)   for z E 5. (2.2)
»=i

It is understood that the dr are constants, h(z) is analytic on 5, and

ff\h'(z)\2 dx dy < oo        (z = x + iy).

In addition,

00        oo

¿j     2j   \^j,k\
7=1 * = 1

°°      °°    Í    1     r -
>min2   2  U-      fjizi)idzx)qq>k(zx)(dzx)q

j=\ k=\ { 2trJds

■p(zx)[id W(zx, t)]x-2q ■ ±-jj.(Z2)(dz2)x-q

U^)idz2f-q{p(z2)y\idW(z2,t)]2q-

N       N

= ^//iä'(z)i2 dx ¿y+ ? ? d>ad, > (2-3)

where \\D,J\ is the inverse of ||C   ||.  The minimum is taken here over all

analytic functions 2°1, <pj(zx)\l/j(z2) on S X S satisfying

fi*> z) = 2 <Pj(z)4>j(z)    on 5, (2.4)
/-l

?J.(z)(a)'£^(S)   and   4,j(z)(dz)x-q E H{;-%S).

Proof. The crucial ingredient in this proof is the observation that ||C || is

positive definite (cf. equation (1.4) and [5, p. 549]). Refer to the proof of

Theorem 2.1 in [6]. The positive definiteness of ||C   || implies that

k(z,a)= 2 2 c^YJÜ) z^z)

is a reproducing kernel for the finite dimensional class ?F2 which is generated

by {Z„(z)}^_, (see [1, pp. 346-347]). The scalar product is given by

(/. h)2 = 2 2 J>,J,\
V ■= 1   /!= 1
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for f(z) = 2?_, S,Z„(z) and h(z) = J*., ij,Zr(z). Note that

Kqlp(z, ii)Kx_qlp-i(z, u)dz is the reproducing kernel of the space IF which is

formed by restricting the functions in H to the diagonal set D = {(z, z)|z E

5} (cf. [1, p. 361, Theorem II]). For /eî, the norm ||/||g: is given by

minll/ill^ where h(zx, z2) ranges over all elements of H whose restriction to D

is fiz). Of course, \\h\\H denotes the norm of h in H.

On the other hand, the space ?F must coincide with the class corresponding

kernel function Kqtp(z, ü)Kx_qtp-¡(z, u) when it is considered as the sum of

the kernel functions ttKe(z, m) and k(z, u) (see [1, pp. 352-357]). We thus

obtain the decomposition (2.2). The uniqueness follows from [8, pp. 104 and

108].

Finally, from the definition of the norm in H [1, pp. 357-361], we have the

inequality (2.3).

Using [1] and the preceding remark about <3', we immediately obtain

Corollary 2.1. Any analytic function f(z) on S with a finite Dirichlet

integral can be represented as a series

fiz) = 2 V,(*M-i»    on 5, (2.5)
7=1

where q>j(z)(dz)q E Hq2p(S) and^(z)(dz)x~q E H2X~-%S).

Furthermore, the equation

X-¡¡\f'(z)\2dxdy

= min 2   2  f ¿ f <Pj(zx)(dzxY <pk(zx)(dzx)q

•p(z,)[id W(zx, t)]x-2".±fjJ(z2)(dz2)x-q

■ U^)idz2yq{piz2)y"[id W(z2, O]29"1}       (2.6)

is valid. The minimum is taken here over all analytic functions SJli ^(¿JiMz^

satisfying (2.5).

Conversely, if the jk sum in (2.6) is finite, then the exact differential f'(z)dz

defined by the series (2.5) has a finite Dirichlet integral.

3. Some inequalities. As an application of the main theorem, we derive

some inequalities. To start with, consider the case/(z,, z2) = (p(z1)t//(z2). This

leads to
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Theorem 3.1. For any <p(z)(dz)q £ //£p(5) and^(z)(dz)x~q E HX~-%S), we

have

±fj<p(zx)(dzx)q\2p(zx)[id W(zx, t)]x~2q

• ¿ [ \^(z2)(dz2)x-q\2(p(z2)yX[id W(z2, t)]2q~x

> min 2   2 ( ¿/ cpj(zx)(dzx)q tpk(zx)(dzx)q
7-1 k=\  ( ¿V JdS

■ p(zx)[idW(zx,t)]x'2q    -¿Í *Az2)idz2)
1-9

dS

•  Uzi)idz2y~q(p(z2)yi[idW(z2,t)]
lq-\

N       N

= 1/7 \h'(z)\2 dxdy+ 2   2 ß,,,< 4,. (3-1)

where <p(z)\p(z) = A'(z) + S^=1 dvZy(z) on S, and where the minimum is taken

over all analytic functions '2JXLX (¡^(z^i/z/z^) on S X S such that

<p(zMz) = 2 <hiz)*ji*)- (3-2)
7=1

Of course, <pj(z)(dz)q E HqJ(S) and%(z)(dz)x~q E HX~-\S).

Equality holds in (3.1) if and only if <p(z)\p(z) is expressible in the form

CKqlp(z, U)Kx_qlp-\(z, u) for some point u E 5 and for some constant C.

The equality statement in Theorem 3.1 will be proved in §5.

We can now take q = 0, p(z) = 1, <p(z) = 1, \p(z) = /'(z). This yields

Corollary 3.1. For any analytic function f(z) on 5 U 35, we have

ffjrW***ijJ8fâs- (3'3)
Equality holds in (3.3) // and only if 5 » simply connected and f'(z) is

expressible in the form CttKe(z, i) = CKXlX(z, t) for some constant C.

Regarding the equality statement in Corollary 3.1, we note that K0tX(z, u)

= 1 if and only if u = t [3]. Furthermore, we can compare (3.3) with the

inequality

{^íí\m\2dxdy^{^JW)f'(z)dz)2

,2

W(z, t) "
<±j if^f id W(z, t)± f 1£0±

2-n Jds' 2m Jas id W(z, t)
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Let KEtX(z, u)dz denote the reproducing kernel of the closed subspace of

H2X(S) composed of exact analytic differentials on 5 (cf. [2] and [4]). Since

LE(z, u) = LE(u, z) if and only if 5 is planar [8, pp. 114-120], Theorem 3.3

in [2] requires a modification when g > 1. But, this is not difficult. Using

Corollary 3.1, we now obtain

Corollary 3.2. For all t and u £ 5, we have

^lm(«. ") < ttKE(u, u). (3.4)

Equality holds in (3.4) // and only if S is simply connected and u = t.

Proof. From (3.3) and the extremal property of KE(z, Û) [8, pp. 135-137],

we have

KE(u,ü)     JJs

KE(z, a)

KE(u, a)
dxdy<ff

*Ui(¿. »)

*í,,l("> ")

dx dy

KAz> «)

KEtX(u, u)

\dz\2

id W(z, t)      KEtl(u, a)
(3.5)

We note that (3.3) is, in general, not valid for arbitrary analytic differentials

fiz) dz. Indeed, suppose that inequality (3.3) were valid for KllX(z, t) dz.

Then, from the argument of Corollary 3.2, we would have

KXlX(t, i) < trK(t, t), (3.6)

which implies a contradiction for doubly connected regions 5 (cf. [6, §7]). The

relationship between Kx,x(z, w) and mKE(z, ÏÏ) is, in general, quite com-

plicated. (See [4, equation (2.6)].)

On the other hand, by setting q = 0 and p(z) = 1 in Theorem 3.3, we

obtain

Corollary 3.3. For the critical points {'íl}^_ i of the Green's function g(z, t)

of G, the matrix

NXN

»/¿Ah) _ D£ zAOzAt>)

is positive definite. A slight modification is required here when the rM are not

simple.

Proof. We consider the decomposition 1 • E^=1 drZv(z) for arbitrary con-

stants dr. Then, we have

¿/^yMka.     (3.7)> 2 2 o„.
>•=! x'=l/M       id W(z, t)

Using the residue theorem, we deduce the desired result.
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4. Integral transform by Kqlp(z, u)Kx_qtp-¡(z, v). As another application of

the main theorem, we show that all the results of [7] are valid for the present

H.

Theorem 4.1. Assume that p > 1. Then, for o £ Lp(dS),

F„(zx,z2) = [ o(^)Kq^,zx)Kx_qJ^,z2)di
'35 (4.1)

belongs to H if and only if the projection hx(z) of o(z) onto HpX(S) belongs to

the Bergman space of 5; that is,

ff\h'x(z)\2dxdy<n. (4.2)

Proof. Refer to the proof of [7, Theorem 2.1]. The necessity is now

apparent from Theorem 2.1. The crucial step in the sufficiency is to show that

,2

2 2
7-1  *=1

f hx(z)<!>j(z)*k(z)dz
JdS

2 2
7=1  k=\

2iffh'x(z)4>j(z)*k(z) dxdy (4.3)

converges. For any double sequence {Ajk} satisfying

2   2 \Aj,k\2 < oo (4.4)
7=1 *=1

we consider the function/(z,, z2) defined by (2.1). Then, using Theorem 2.1,

we have

/(*> z) = 2   2 Aj,k*j(z)*k(z) = f'(z) + 2 CvZy(z)    on 5    (4.5)
7=1  A=l

AT

2

and

ff \f(z, z)\2 dxdy < oo. (4.6)

Note that

/*(*,*)- 2   2 AM*j(z)*k(z)
7 = 1 k = l

also can be uniquely decomposed as follows:

fM(z, z) = f'M(z) + 2 C„(M)Z„iz)   on 5.
j.= i

From the main theorem, we see that the convergence of fM(z, z) dz to

fiz, z) dz in 5" implies both the convergence of fM(z) to fiz) in the Dirichlet

norm and lim^^^ C„(A/) = C„, for each v. We thus obtain

(4.7)

(4.8)
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ffh'x(z)f(z,z) dxdy= [fh'x(z)(  lim   fM(z, z)) dx dy
J JÇ J J C v M—>00 '

= f[h'x(z){  Urn &(*) +   hm    2 CÏM)ZAz)) dx dy
J^S \ M—»oo AÍ—>oo ,,= ] /

=   hm   ffA;(z)l¿(z)+ 2 ft"^*)) dxdy

= 2   2 (ffsh'M *A')*k(z) dxdy^Ä~k (4.9)

for any {AJk} satisfying (4.4). Hence, from the Landau theorem, we obtain

the desired result.

The proof of this theorem shows that all the results of [7] are, in general,

valid for the present //.

Let HD(0) denote the subspace of H formed by those functions in H which

vanish along the diagonal set D. Let (/LJ(0))"L denote the orthocomplement of

///,(0) in H. As in [7], we obtain

Theorem 4.2. Any f(zx,z2)(dzx)q(dz2)x~q £ (H^y is expressible in the

form

f,        v       1    C   h(nd^Kqil,p(t,zx)Kx_q^(t,z2)dt

/(z"*-> - uJ„-idiüö-     (4-10)

for a uniquely determined h(z) dz in H2X(S).

Furthermore:

h(z) = - w\z, t)U '(,2*,(/)W£> 0^i-^-(f. o +jxs> n) *},

(4.11)
vv/iere //ie constants Xr(f) are uniquely determined using the equations

2 X,U) f L^tf, i,)L,_^-.a, O «
"=1 Jc.

= - ( M,Od!;,     p=i,2, ...,a. (4.12)

5. Proof of the equality statement in Theorem 3.1. As an application of

Theorem 4.2, we now prove the equality statement in Theorem 3.1.

If equality holds in (3.1) for <p(zx)(dzx)q\p(z2)(dz2)x~q £ //, then we have

<f>(zx)(dzx)qTp(z2)(dz2)x-q E (HD(fX)y (cf. [6, equation (3.2)]). Hence, by Theo-

rem 4.2, we have

,   w   x       If   Hnd^KqAp(t,zx)Kx_qAp-^z2)dt
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with A(f) d$ £ //2,i(5). Consider any <pi0\z)(dz)q such that: (i) <p(0)(z) sé 0;

(ii) <p(0\z) is analytic on 5 u 35; (iii) <pm(z)(dz)q is orthogonal to <p(z)(dz)q in

Hlp(S). From (5.1), we obtain

r AqK^a^-^-iuM    . .   „    _ e
I   -r:-7T—;-= 0   for all z, E 5
hs id W(S, t) 2

and so

4       idHUO      "    u' p>2j

for all/(f )(<#)'"* e HxpA(S). Hence, from the theorem of Cauchy-Read,

we obtain

\iAaH<p(0)ax«r- = git )id$ )     ae- along 35, (5.3)
id W(S, t)

with giSXtf? e Hlp(S) (cf. [5, p. 549] and [6, equation (3.9)]). From (5.1),
we deduce that

<fV   17VV  2; 2      i mWiiVan»

Using (5.4) and the residue theorem, we obtain

mm - i î tîM%«dsl!   (5,,
7=1 *=o 3w,*

and so

j,k » _t
7=1 k = 0 OUj

2 2 rT9^'"g'''p"'(z2'Sj)
7=1  A:=0     A 3«,*

for some points Uj E S and some constants {XJk}, {Y$) and {Y$). From

(1.1), we now obtain

¿     £    ̂ 9*(W¿.>"7)¿.-g.,.p-'(¿2,",))
y=l * = 0     7' 3«,*

?(*,)-2 .2. iff    T."    ■ <56)

♦('a) = 2. .2 ^       ""*-*   2' ^

a       ¿>       «        b

= 2222  ^ »A-3%,,,p(^l. «/)   9^l-?,/,p-(^2> «7»)

/Ti *'=07" = i fc"=o 3m,*' 3wy*"

(5.8)

for all z, and z2 E 5. By setting zx = z2 — z and comparing the orders of the

poles at each a,, we see that XJk = 0 for all / and k such that k ¥^ 0, and so
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YM = Y}2k = 0 for all/ and k such that k ^ 0. Thus

a

2  XJ0Lqlp(zx, Uj)Lx_qlp-l(z2, Uj)
y-i

= ( .2 *$ W*i> «/))( .,2 ^¿.-,,,p-(^ «,»))   (5-9>

for all z, and z2 E 5. Without loss of generality, some Xj 0 is nonzero. By

considering (5.9) as the identity with respect to z„

W,-„,,p-(^ «,„) = ~Y$[ .,2   ^o Lx_qApAz2, ur)\      (5.10)

for all z2 £ 5. Therefore ljrj = 0 for all/" excepty0 and so Y$ = 0 for all/'

except/0. Hence A/0 = 0 for all/ except/„. This yields the desired result:

<p(zM(z2) = A^Jz,, 0^-^-(2* "7„)- (5-11)
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